Recently, Ikura and Nemhauser proposed a polynomial-time algorithm for the transportation problem 
( vEV ), aEA ). 267 Here, 6+v (resp. 6-v) is defined as 6+v={aEA: a+a=v} (resp. 6-v ={aEA: a-a=v}). For where Tr is a spanning tree with root r.
Procedure POT(T r )
Step 1: Let p(r)=O.
+ -
Step 2: Calculate p such that c(a)+p(a a)-pea a)=O for any aE:A(T r ).
Procedure FLO( p,T r ) shown below finds a circulation in the network N, where p is the potential obtained from Procedure POT(T r ). Procedure 
FLO(p,T r )
Step 1: (1.i) If 
Pivot Operation
A.Nakayama In order to describe the dual simplex method, we define the dual problem (DP) of the primal problem (P) as follows. of the primal problem (P) and the feasible one A(a), yea) (aeA), p(V) (VEV) of the dual (DP) satisfy condition (CS), then x(a) (aeA) is an optimal solution of (P) and A(a), yea) (aEA), p(V) (veV) is an optimal solution of (DP).
Moreover the reverse is also true. D and let a p be the arc which attains the minimum value P.
By each pivot operation, a tree arc breaking the capacity constraint * (1.2) is to be replaced by some cotree arc so that the condition (CS)
is preserved after each pivot operation. When the potential p and the circulation x obtained in Section 2.1 are given for the network N, the dual simplex method is stated as follows.
Dual simplex method + -Step 1: If E u E =<1>, then x is a minimum cost flow, and the algorithm terminates.
Step 2: Choose an arc a£E:. Then find the value p and an arc Bp by Operation 2 (a,S!,~). 
The quantity d(~) defined by 
Hence, the deficiency d(~) of the circulation x in network N is 140.
Note that the deficiency d(~) is determined by the rooted spanning tree 7'1'
Description of Algorithm
We introduce the following Trimming operation as in [8] 
x(a)=b(a) a€H a ' ), (3.6) x
(a)=O
On the other hand, since x is a circulation, we have
(3.7) L{x(a):a€H!'}+x(a')=L{x(a):a€H;,}.
Rearranging the equation ( We present the algorithm for the problem (P), which is the dual simplex method accompanied by Tree Partitionings and Trimming operations.
Algorithm
Step 0: (Initialization) Step 1 
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Dual Simplex Method fa/' Min-Cost Flows
Step Step 4: (Renewal of Tree Partitioning)
Find 08+, ~-and N for the new tree Tr in the same way as in
Step 1. Then go to Step 2.
Step S: (Trimm:ing Operation) 
Pivot Operations in Trimming Operations
It is easy to see that d(r/) is unchanged by Trimming operations.
Hence, the problem to be considered here is to estimate the number of -+ --- In other cases, any surrounding }V-graph is to be removed from Q in T r • (See Fig.B .) The following proposition, which is easily proved, shows the result for Case Cl. Before proving Case C2, first note the following fact:
where P vw ( ?vw ) is the path of Tr ( Tr ), respectively. Fig.9 .) Then the following proposition is easily shown. We have B~£ ~ (l~i:>k) for the leaf branch B~*£""± of next conditions are satisfied.
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where xO(a n ) is the value defined in (4.1). We assume that (4.9) xO(a) (BEA(~)) and z~ are the values determined by the repetition of (P4) until the new fl. is obta.ined, (4.10) xn(a) (aEA(~)) and z~ are the-values determined by the repetition of (P4) 0' is composed of subtrees Bi (1~i~3) of 0' and two tree arcs ai, a 2 .
~: B~* u O'+apE Q, (2) .l)±-{B~*, O'}=~±-{B~* uO'+a p }, .ll1==~+. Second, assume that 0' is in At with respect to the leaf branch B£*£~± of ( the old ) ~. We see that 0' equals either the rooted new tree ~ or some leaf branch B~' of ( the new ) ~. If 0' equals ~, then we have the following proposition. (2): (1) For some rooted subtree T~ of ~ such that P~r c T~, we have Here, if 0" belongs to JJ"f for the leaf branch B~*£ J)± of ( the old ) ~, then we have the following proposition which can be shown in the same way as (2).
__ ----0'-----__
------------------
(2) For some leaf branch ~, of B~' ,
where H3=(B~*+ap) U (B~'+B') U 0" and H4=B~* U B~,+ap. (~.9), (4.10) Tr for the problem P(O). Then dOC~) is not more than the sum of two times the difference between the value xCa") and its upper or lower bound. where a" is the tree arc joining directly or indirectly between the member of ~+ and that of J)-. (Le., a" may be joining a member of J) and that of N.)
The number of such a" is at most lvi-I. 0 Next, we make some preparations for finding an upper bound of dk(~) (k~l) . We have the following relation: (5.3) 2b(k-l)(a)-lSb(k)(a)~2b(k-l)(a) ( a£A ). Let T~k-l) be a rooted spanning tree from which an optimal solution for Problem P(k-l) is obtained. Such a tree is called an optimal tree. Let p(k-l) be the potential determined by T~k-l). Then for Problem P(k), the potential p(k-l) satisfies the condition (CS)*. Now, we also define Problem P(k) similar to Problem P(k), i.e., bCk) given in the problem P(k) is replaced by 2bCk) for the problem P(k). Once we find an optimal solution iCk-l), an optimal one x(k-l) for the problem P(k-l) is A2={e£A-A(T~k-l»:T(p(k-l),e)<o,a+e£V(B~k-l»,a-e£v-v(B~k-l»}, (5.6) A3={e£A_A(T~k-l»:T(P(k-l),e)~O,a-e£V(B~k-l»,a+e£v_v(B~k-l»}, ( 
5.7)
A4={e£A-A(T~k-l»:T(p(k-l),e)<o,a-e£V(B~k-l»,a+e£v-v(B~k-l»}.
Ai (lSiS4) is illustrated in Fig.ll .
T(k-l) .
r .
-----A r ---_
~~"'----A 3 ---a Fig. 11 ",,~----,)O: T(p<k-l) ,e)~O ""-__ ~~: T(/k-l) ,e)<O Then the following proposition estimates the difference between the value x(k)(a) and its upper or lower bound for a£A(T~k-l)). 
